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57 ABSTRACT 

A scheme for digitally encoding continuous-tone infor 
mation from an original pictorial image includes pro 
cessing electrical signals via separate networks (20,30) 
to generate (a) high-resolution detail data of "black' 
and “white' pels, and (b) low-resolution gray-scale or 
background data approximating the grayness of two-di 
mensional blocks (104) of pels (102). 
In the gray-scale network (30), the electrical signals are 
first compared (31) to different position-dependent 
threshold values to generate a binary signal (108) of 
black and white pels which represents gray-scale. Then, 
any of the pels (102) determined "black' in the detail 
network (20) are subtracted (36) from the gray-scale 
binary signal to generate a modified gray-scale binary 
signal (110). The black pels in the modified gray-scale 
binary signal for each block (104) are counted (42), the 
count approximating the background gray level of each 
particular block (104) of pels (102). Subtracting the 
detail "black' pels generates a lighter gray level for 
each block (104) of pictorial area in which detail 
"black' pels are found. Each block count is further 
compressed and encoded to represent the background 
gray-scale information. 

28 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures 
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DIGITAL ENCODER FOR FACSMLE 
TRANSMISSION 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to facsimile transmission sys 

tems, and more particularly, to the efficient encoding of 
continuous-tone information from an original pictorial 
image such that an acceptable rendition of the original 
picture can be reconstructed. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Facsimile transmission is a costly proposition. Each 

image comprises a very large amount of visual informa 
tion. In conventional facsimile transmission systems, 
images are typically divided into a matrix of picture 
elements (pels) of a sufficiently small size such that 
when each element (pel) is scanned as having only one 
light intensity level, an acceptable copy results. A sub 
stantial amount of visual information is lost, but the 
characteristics of human perception are such that an 
acceptable copy can still be produced. Even with this 
amount of visual information, facsimile still has not been 
economically feasible in the past due to transmission 
and equipment costs as well as the long intervals re 
quired for transmission. Better image quality usually 
results from more information being transmitted. How 
ever, when more information is transmitted, more trans 
misson time is required. 

Used in conjunction with the technique of scanning 
an image as a matrix of pels are many compression 
techniques designed to further reduce the amount of 
visual information transmitted while still producing 
visually acceptable copies. In some techniques, the pic 
ture information has been reduced to purely white or 
black pels. This results in a one bit per pel (bit/pel) 
transmission rate. 
Where the images are two-tone, i.e., black written 

material on a white sheet of paper, compression tech 
niques have been developed which require a transmis 
sion rate of substantially less than one bit perpel. This is 
due to the larger percentage of white background, the 
fairly regular grouping of black pels, and the fact that 
only two tones of color are of significance. 
However, in the reproduction of continuous-tone or 

gray-scale images, such as a photographic picture, with 
pels having many different levels of light intensity, 
substantial visual information that is neither white nor 
black is of some significance. 
Two digital techniques for continuous-tone images 

have been developed which result in a transmission rate 
of one bit per pel. These two techniques have reduced 
visual information transmitted while still producing an 
adequate and approximate reproduction of the original 
image. These two techniques encode all the pels into 
black or white signals. The compression techniques for 
two-tone images, mentioned earlier, however, cannot 
efficiently reduce the bit rates of these techniques be 
cause of the increased randomness of the black and 
white pels generated. 
One of the prior art techniques for encoding continu 

ous-tone images is "dither processing” wherein input 
electrical signals are transmitted as black or white pels 
after being compared to corresponding position 
dependent threshold values from a two-dimensional 
ordered dither matrix of sample points assigned differ 
ent voltage values corresponding to different light in 
tensities. The input signals exceeding the corresponding 
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2 
dither thresholds are transmitted as black pels while the 
others are transmitted as white, resulting in a transmis 
sion rate of one bit per pel. Some additional reduction 
has been produced with dictionaries by approximating 
and grouping similar groups of pels so as to send codes. 
This creates problems-requiring a substantial memory 
storage of reference data for comparison. 
The other technique for encoding gray-scale or con 

tinuous-tone information, taught by Young in U.S. Pat. 
No. 3,294,896, is premised on the observation that in a 
typical picture the fine or black and white detail which 
form the edges or outlines are more important than the 
gray of shaded areas. Hence, the gray information may 
be conveyed with considerably less accuracy of posi 
tion and extent than is required for the detail. 

In Young, the input electrical signals of an image are 
compared to a black threshold, a white threshold, and a 
third threshold which adjusts periodically to a pre 
established dot pattern scheme simultaneously. Where 
the input signals are above the black threshold, black 
pels are transmitted. Where the input signals are below 
the white threshold, white pels are transmitted. Where 
the input signals are "gray', they are transformed into a 
sequence of black and white pels with the periodically 
adjusting threshold for transmission. 

Greater bandwidth compression of continuous-tone 
images than that provided by the above techniques is 
desired if continuous-tone images are to be economi 
cally transmitted over conventional telephone lines on a 
mass scale for storage or image reproduction. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A digital scheme for efficiently encoding continuous 
tone information has been developed which substan 
tially reduces the bit rate of transmission to well below 
one bit per pel, while still retaining sufficient visual 
information to reconstruct a pleasing and acceptable 
reproduction of an original continuous-tone image. 

It is one aspect of this invention that the input electri 
cal signals, representing the various light intensities in 
voltage of the sampled portions or pels of the image 
being reproduced, are digitally encoded into separate 
high-resolution black detail and low-resolution gray 
scale information for transmission via separate detail 
and gray-scale networks. 

In the detail network, input electrical signals are 
compared to a predetermined threshold level for detail 
or black information to generate a binary signal of black 
and white pels. This detail binary signal from the detail 
circuit comparator is then compressed with any con 
ventional and efficient compression scheme available to 
two-tone graphic images for transmission. 
Another aspect of this invention is that the low-reso 

lution digital gray-scale information produced repre 
sents the grayness of two-dimensional groups of pels. In 
the gray-scale network of the illustrated embodiment, 
the pels of an original image area are arbitarily subdi 
vided into two-dimensional blocks of 8X8 pels for en 
coding. The input electrical signals corresponding to 
the pels in any block are compared to position-depend 
ent threshold levels to generate a gray-scale binary 
signal. Within each block, the pels in the input electrical 
signals found to exceed their position-dependent thresh 
old levels are counted to code the grayness of the par 
ticular subdivided block of pels, the count "N" approxi 
mating the average grayness or intensity of the particu 
lar block. Since there are 64 pels in each subdivided 
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block, the count can range from 0 to 64 or 65 possible 
estimated gray values for the block. 
The count "N' is further bandwidth reduced to be 

one of eight levels of gray, which is believed to be 
visually acceptable. The gray level of each block of pels 
can then be represented by three bits. In the illustrative 
embodiment, the 3-bit binary code results in a transmis 
sion bit rate of 3/64 or approximately 0.05 bit/pel for 
the encoded gray-scale information. However, the total 
transmission bit rate is the sum of the bit rate for the 
encoded gray-scale information and the compressed 
detail information (0.05 bit/pel for the compressed de 
tail information in one known scheme). 
A further aspect of this invention is that greater con 

trast is created between the gray-scale and detail infor 
mation to further accentuate the edge and border infor 
mation in a document. This is accomplished by generat 
ing a lighter background of gray-scale information 
whenever black detail signals are found in a particular 
block of pels. 

In the illustrative apparatus, the generated black pels 
in the detail binary signal are subtracted from the corre 
sponding black pels in the gray-scale binary signal so 
that black pels in the gray-scale binary signal corre 
sponding to the detail black pels become white pels. 
This modifies the number of pels exceeding the refer 
ence position-dependent threshold levels in the gray 
scale network, and thereby generates a lighter gray 
scale background for the pictorial area comprised by a 
particular block of pels. Advantageously, this subtrac 
tion of black detail also assumes that "print” which is 
detail binary information will have a white rather than 
a gray background. Say, if a particular block in the 
original image includes only black print against a white 
background, the count generated from the modified 
gray-scale binary signal for the block will indicate a 
white background. 
The invention and its further objects, features, and 
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advantages will be readily discerned from a reading of 40 
the description to follow of illustrative embodiments. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an illustrative digital 
encoder made in accordance with this invention; 

FIG. 2 illustrates the matrix of pels of an original 
continuous-tone image area to be sampled, the grouping 
of the pels into two-dimensional blocks for gray-scale 
encoding and a clock line with the pulses used to sample 
the light intensity of minute portions of the image corre 
sponding to the pels; 

FIG. 3 illustrates an ordered dither matrix with the 
threshold values given in each sample point; 
FIG. 4 depicts a sample of the gray-scale binary sig 

nal, a corresponding synchronized sample of the detail 
binary signal, and the resultant modified gray-scale 
binary signal; 
FIG.5 depicts in greater detail the gray-level coding 

circuit; 
FIG. 6 is a table of gray-level codes for the black pel 

counts; 
FIG. 7 depicts in block diagram a receiving network 

which reconstructs the encoded detail and gray-scale 
information for bi-level display; 
FIG. 8 depicts a gray-level decoder which can be 

used at the receiver to reconstruct a gray-level value for 
each pel; 
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4 
FIG. 9 references the blocks and the pel columns for 

describing the FIG. 8 gray-level decoder, as well as the 
pels for the FIG. 10 gray-level decoder; 
FIG. 10 illustrates in block diagram an alternative 

gray-level decoder; and 
FIG. 11 depicts in schematic diagram another em 

bodiment of the digital encoder. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Shown in FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an illustra 
tive embodiment 10 of the inventive digital encoder for 
efficiently encoding continuous-tone facsimile informa 
tion. The encoding apparatus 10 comprises a facsimile 
scanner 12 under control of a logic circuit 14 and a 
clock 16, a high-resolution detail encoding network 20, 
a low-resolution gray-scale encoding network 30, and a 
multiplexer 18 for combining the encoded detail and 
gray-scale information for storage or transmission. 
The scanner 12 is a conventional scanner which scans 

a continuous-tone image line-by-line in raster fashion to 
generate sampled input electrical analog signals repre 
sentative of the light intensity of the pels along a scan 
line. As illustrated in FIG. 2, the pictorial area 100 of an 
original image is treated as a matrix of discrete pels 102. 
The scanner 12 scans from left to right starting with the 
first pel on the first of the scan lines 103. After the last 
pel on the first line 103 has been sampled, the scanner 
goes on to the next line 103 to sample the pels in that 
line from left to right, and continues until the entire 
pictorial area 100 is scanned. 

Control logic circuit 14 generates a pulse to scanner 
12 once for every pel to be sampled, i.e., the time the 
scanner 12 takes to move the needed distance to sample 
the next pel, and takes into account scanner delays from 
line to line. As illustrated by clock line 106, each pulse 
107 corresponds in time to each of the pels 102 in posi 
tion in the image pictorial area 100. In the illustrative 
embodiment, 1600 pels are sampled on each scan line, as 
indicated by line 101, at a rate of 200 pels per inch and 
200 scan lines per inch. The control logic circuit 14 
determines the entire operation of generating the input 
electrical analog signals as well as synchronizing the 
rest of the encoding operations via appropriate control 
signals. The scanning operation is commonplace in 
image processing and is not further disclosed. 

It should be noted that in the illustrated embodiment, 
the input electrical analog signals generated range from 
a zero voltage amplitude for white or maximum light 
intensity to a maximum voltage amplitude for black or 
minimum light intensity. 

FIG. 2 also illustrates the arbitrary subdivision of the 
pels into 8X8 arrays or blocks 104. The pels are subdi 
vided in this fashion to form defined pictorial areas from 
which to generate gray-level codes in the gray-scale 
encoding network 30. Each gray-level code generated 
represents the grayness of the entire pictorial area 
formed by a particular block 104 of pels 102. The blocks 
104 are arranged in rows 111 with 200 blocks in each 
row. Each row 111 of blocks comprises eight scan lines 
103 of pels. In each row 111 the blocks 104 are ad 
dressed as 0 to 199 and processed in sequential order 
from left to right, as denoted by line 105, in the gray 
scale encoding network 30. The encoded gray-scale 
information is also transmitted and decoded in this se 
quential order. It is apparent that array sizes other than 
blocks of 8x8 pels can be utilized for background gray 
scale encoding. 
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Referring back to FIG. 1, the detail encoding net 
work 20 comprises a conventional edge-peaking circuit 
22, a comparator 24, a fixed D.C. level source 25, and a 
detail coding network 26. The gray-scale encoding 
network 30 comprises a comparator 31, a dither genera 
tor 32, a subtraction circuit 36, and a gray-level coding 
network 38. 

In operation, the input electrical signals are sent si 
multaneously to both the detail and gray-scale encoding 
networks 20 and 30 for encoding. 

In the detail encoding network 20, the input electrical 
signals are modified as they pass through edge-peaking 
circuit 22 to accentuate contours and edges in the origi 
nal pictorial image. The modified signals are then com 
pared in comparator 24 to a fixed position-independent 
threshold level from source 25 to extract black detail 
information, hence generating a detail binary signal 109. 
The pels in the input electrical signals which are above 
the fixed threshold level are generated as black pels 
with the remaining pels being generated as white. The 
train of black and white pels in the detail binary signal 
is then compressed with any conventional coding 
scheme available to two-tone images in detail coding 
network 26. In the illustrative embodiment, a two-di 
mensional or blob-encoding scheme, more fully de 
scribed in A. J. Frank, "High Fidelity Encoding of 
Two-Level, High-Resolution Images," IEEE-Interna 
tional Conference on Communication, June 11, 1973, and 
in U.S. Pat. No. 4,103,287, issued July 25, 1978, and 
assigned to the same assignee as the present invention, is 
advantageously used. The scheme when used for cod 
ing the detail binary signal has resulted in a resultant 
detail code having a transmission bit rate of approxi 
mately 0.05 bit/pel. 
At the same time, the input electrical signals are ap 

plied to comparator 31 in the gray-scale encoding net 
work 30. The comparator 31 compares the input electri 
cal signals to position-dependent dither reference 
threshold values from dither generator 32 to generate a 
gray-scale binary signal 108. The pels in the input sig 
nals exceeding their assigned reference threshold values 
become black and those less than or equal to their as 
signed thresholds become white in the gray-scale binary 
signal. 
The dither generator 32 comprises a read only mem 

ory (ROM) 33 with predetermined position-dependent 
reference threshold values stored in digital form from 
an ordered dither matrix and a D/A converter 34. The 
ROM 33 is under control of the control logic 14 to 
generate at the appropriate time for comparison the 
predetermined position-dependent threshold value as 
signed to each pel 102. The dither threshold values are 
converted to analog form prior to comparison in com 
parator 31 because the input signals are analog. It is 
apparent that the input signals could be digital rather 
than analog, hence eliminating the need for a D/A 
Converter. 
As mentioned earlier, an ordered dither matrix com 

prises a two-dimensional array, here it is 8x8, of sample 
points having different threshold values in voltage am 
plitude. Each sample point in the dither matrix is as 
signed to a specific pel 102 in each subdivided block 104 
in the pictorial area 100 for the original image. The 
average threshold value for the sample points in the 
matrix is typically halfway between the black and white 
voltage amplitudes. 
An ordered dither matrix, which can be used, is de 

picted in FIG. 3. The threshold values, representing a 
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6 
range of brightness levels with amplitude values from 0 
to 63, are depicted in their assigned sample points and 
can be visualized as overlaying a block 104 of pels 102. 
Dithered reference threshold values are normally used 
to produce a pleasing subjective impression of overall 
image texture in a reproduced image, but is used to 
approximate grayness in the illustrated encoder 10. 
Using an ordered dither matrix of thresholds preserves 
pel resolution which is desirable for subtraction of the 
detail binary signal, to be described later. However, it is 
apparent that other matrices having various position 
dependent thresholds can be used. 

In the illustrative encoder 10, the gray-scale binary 
signal 108 generated by the gray-scale circuit compara 
tor 31 is modified prior to coding. The detail binary 
signal 109 generated by the comparator 24 and the gray 
scale binary signal 108 are both applied to subtraction 
circuit 36. The black pels in the detail binary signal 109 
are subtracted from the corresponding black pels in the 
gray-scale binary signal 108 so that black pels in the 
gray-scale binary signal 108 corresponding to the detail 
black pels become white pels. Whenever there is black 
detail information in a particular block, it usually modi 
fies the number of pels exceeding the dither reference 
threshold values to generate a lighter gray-scale back 
ground for the pictorial area comprised by the particu 
lar block 104 of pels. 
FIG. 4 shows an illustrative sample of the gray-scale 

binary signal 108 and how it is modified by the corre 
sponding synchronized detail binary signal 109 to gen 
erate the resultant modified gray-scale binary signal 
110. A black pel is denoted 1 and a white pel is denoted 
0 in the FIG. 4 signals. If there is a black pel in the detail 
binary signal 109 and in the gray-scale signal 108, the 
corresponding pel in the modified gray-scale binary 
signal 110 is white. A line 103 of pels 102 and a clock 
line 106 are depicted for comparison with the sample 
signals. 
The modified gray-scale binary signal 110 comprising 

a train of black and white pels is then sent to the gray 
level coding circuit 38, depicted in greater detail in 
FIG. 5. The gray-level coding circuit 38 comprises an 
AND gate 40, a 6-bit binary counter 42, a 200x6 bit 
random access memory (RAM) 44, a multiplexer 46, a 
64x3 bit read only memory (ROM) 48, and a 200x3 bit 
random access memory (RAM) 50. 

In operation, the modified gray-scale binary signal 
110 and an appropriate sampling clock signal are added 
in AND gate 40 to send an on pulse for each black pel 
to counter 42. The scanner 12 samples the pels 102 on a 
line-by-line and a block-by-block basis. Hence, on each 
scan line 103, 8 pels of a block 104 are counted before 
the pels of the next block 104 feed into counter 42. The 
coding circuit 38 counts the blocks 104 on a row-by 
row basis. 

After counter 42 accumulates the number of black 
pels in the current line 103 of 8 pels for a particular 
block 104, RAM 44 is enabled with a control signal 
from control logic 14 to store the accumulated count in 
the memory address designated for that block 104. The 
blocks 104 are addressed according to line 105 in FIG. 
2. Of course, RAM 44 is controlled by an appropriate 
conventional address generator to ensure that the accu 
mulated count is stored in the appropriate address at the 
appropriate time. 
When the entire first scan line 103 of pels 102 has 

been counted, a count for the first line has been stored 
for each of the 200 blocks in the first row. Then, the 
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modified gray-scale binary signal 110 for the second line 
103 is gated into counter 42. Before the first pel in the 
second line for the current block 104 is to be counted, 
the count tallied from the previous line for the current 
block 104 is stuffed into counter 42 via multiplexer 46. 
After the pels of the second line for the current block 
104 have been added, the new accumulated count is 
stored into RAM 44 in the appropriate address. Counter 
42, in cooperation with RAM 44 and multiplexer 46, 
continues to accumulate the count for each block 104 of 
pels 102 line-by-line until the total count of black pels in 
each block 104 in a row has been generated and tempo 
rarily stored in RAM 44. 
During the first line counting of the next row of 

blocks and more particularly when the first line in a 
block of pels is being counted, the accumulated count of 
the previous row's block that has the same address as 
the current block is output onto line 45 and sent to 
ROM 48, which has been enabled to receive the count. 
After the last row of blocks has been counted, control 
signals from control logic 14 cause coding circuit 38 to 
run one more scan line 103 to send the accumulated 
total counts of the last row 111 of blocks to ROM 48. 
As mentioned earlier, there can be 65 levels of gray 

because any of the 64 pels in each block can be white or 
black. However, only counts of 0 to 63 occur because 
one dither reference threshold, i.e. 63, is equal to the 
fixed threshold level used in the detail encoding net 
work 30. Hence, if that particular pel is black in the 
gray-scale binary signal, it becomes white when pro 
cessed through subtraction circuit 36. If no pels are 
black, the count is zero. 
The total counts of black pels are output on lead 45, 

each at the appropriate time, to address a particular 
address memory in ROM 48 to generate the particular 
three-bit gray-level code assigned to the particular 
count of black pels. The table in FIG. 6 lists the assign 
ment. If a particular block has from 0-7 black pels, a 
code of 1 is sent, etc. Only codes for eight levels are 
assigned since this is adequate for background gray. 
The gray-level code, being of three bits, results in a 

code or transmission bit rate of 3/64 or approximately 
0.05 bit/pel for the low-resolution gray-scale informa 
tion in the illustrated embodiment. The detail informa 
tion and the gray-scale information are coded separately 
and result in a compression of approximately 0.1 bit/pel. 

After ROM48 generates the three-bit gray-level code 
for each total block count, the generated code is stored 
in an appropriate memory address in the RAM 50, 
which has been enabled by control logic 14 at the ap 
propriate time. RAM 50 generates the stored codes for 
transmission in sequantial order when called for by 
control logic 14. 

Multiplexer 46 is controlled by signals from control 
logic 14 to stuff zeroes in as the initial count before 
counting each first line in each block 104. At all other 
times, multiplexer 46 switches to insert the accumulated 
count for the previous line of the current block 104 into 
counter 42. 
The encoded detail and gray-scale information can be 

transmitted directly via separate channels for storage or 
to a receiver, or else multiplexed by multiplexer 18. In 
the illustrative embodiment, the encoded information is 
sent on a row-by-row basis. For each row 111, the en 
coded detail information is transmitted first via multi 
plexer 18 for the corresponding eight scan lines 103 of 
pels after which the encoded gray-scale information 
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from RAM 50 for the row 111 of blocks 104 is sent. It 
is apparent that the gray-level codes can be sent first. 
FIG. 11 depicts another encoder 11 made pursuant to 

this invention. In this embodiment, the detail binary 
signal 109 does not modify the gray-scale binary signal 
108 before gray level coding. The components in en 
coder 11 that correspond to like components in the 
FIG. 1 encoder 10 are indicated by like reference nu 
merals. 
To reconstruct the original image at a receiving end 

of a facsimile transmission system, the detail and gray 
scale codes are reconstructed for each pel as depicted in 
the FIG. 7 block diagram of a receiving network 60. 
After reconstruction, the reconstructed detail and gray 
level values assigned to each pel are superimposed to 
reconstruct the electrical value of each particular pel 
for reproduction, two-tone reproduction in the illustra 
tive embodiment. 
The illustrative receiving network 60 comprises a 

receiving and separation circuit 61 for receiving the 
encoded information and other conventional sync sig 
nals and for sending the encoded information to sepa 
rate detail and gray-scale decoding networks. The detail 
decoding network comprises a detail decoder 62 and a 
delay circuit 63. The encoded detail information is de 
coded in a conventional detail decoder 62, which corre 
sponds to the selected detail coder 26. Then, the recon 
structed detail stream of black and white pels is sent 
through delay circuit 63 to be synchronized with the 
reconstructed gray-scale stream of pels for combining 
at OR gate 64. 
The gray-scale decoding network comprises a gray 

level decoder 68, a digital comparator 65, and a dither 
threshold generator 66. 

In the illustrated encoder 10, each block 104 of pels is 
assigned a gray-level code. However, if the pels are 
reconstructed directly from the code, there can be 
abrupt changes in tonal or gray levels between blocks 
104 of pels. Hence, a further aspect of this invention is 
that each block 104 of pels is compared in both the 
horizontal and vertical directions with at least some of 
the neighboring blocks to eliminate the effect of square 
patterns by causing a gradual change in gray level for 
the pels in each block and from block to block. It is 
apparent that only horizontal or vertical modifications 
might be performed. 
FIG. 8 depicts in schematic diagram a gray-level 

decoder 68 for generating a reconstructed gray-level 
value for each pel. The FIG. 8 gray-scale decoder 68 
comprises a horizontal filter 70, two 1600X6 bit random 
access memories 77 and 78, a multiplexer 79, and a 
vertical filter 80. The horizontal filter 70 comprises a 
digital subtraction circuit 73, a delay circuit 71, an in 
cremental multiplier 74, a digital adder 75, and latches 
72 and 76. The vertical filter 80 comprises a subtraction 
circuit 82, an incremental multiplexer 83, a digital adder 
84, and latches 85 and 81. 

It should be recalled that in the illustrative embodi 
ment, the gray-level codes for the blocks 104 are trans 
mitted on a row-by-row basis beginning with the block 
on the extreme left in each row 111 in sequential order. 
FIG. 9 depicts the blocks 104 in rows 111 with each 
block comprising eight columns of 8 pels and eight scan 
lines of 8 pels. With 200 blocks 104 in a row 111, there 
are 1600 corresponding columns of pels in each row 
111. Each column in a row 111 aligns with a corre 
sponding column in the next row 111, as shown by 
shaded columns denoted 119 and 116, respectively. 
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In operation, the horizontal filter 70 compares the 
gray-level code of each current block in a current row 
iii to the gray-level code of the preceding block in the 
same row to generate a horizontally graduated gray 
level value for each column in the current block. Then, 
the vertical filter 80 compares the horizontally gradu 
ated gray-level value for each column in the current 
row with the value of the corresponding column over 
head (already derived from the gray-level codes of the 
previous row of blocks) to vertically interpolate and 
generate the reconstructed gray-level value for each pel 
in the particular column in the current row of blocks. 

For purposes of illustrating the actual operation of 
the filters 70 and 80, assume that the reconstructed 
gray-level values are being generated for the pels 102 in 
a current block denoted 12 in FIG. 9. The horizontal 
filter 70 first receives the gray-level code of current 
block i2. This code is entered into subtraction circuit 
73 to subtract the gray-level code of the previous block 
denoted 113 in the same row to generate a digital 6-bit 
positive or negative horizontal difference. 
The horizontal difference is then multiplied in multi 

plier 74 eight times. The first time, the horizontal differ 
ence is multiplied by to generate a first horizontal 
incremental value. This first horizontal incremental 
value is then added to the gray-level code of the previ 
ous block 13 to generate a horizontally graduated 
gray-level value for the first column 116 of pels in cur 
rent block 112, the column most adjacent to the previ 
ous block 113. This value is strobed at the appropriate 
time by latch 76, and stored in, say RAM 77, in the 
address designated for the column. 
To generate the horizontally graduated gray-level 

value for the second column 17 of pels, the difference 
is multiplied by 2/8 to generate a new horizontal incre 
mental value which is added to the gray-level code of 
the previous block 113. This continues until a horizon 
tally graduated gray-level value is generated for each 
column in current block 112. The eighth column 118, or 
the one on the extreme right for the current block 112, 
is assigned the gray-level code (in 6-bit form) of the 
current block 12; the horizontal difference, multiplied 
by 8/8, is the horizontal incremental value for the 
eighth column. 

Current block 112 then becomes the previous block in 
the row for generating the horizontally graduated gray 
level values for the next block 115. This process contin 
ues until horizontally graduated gray-level values are 
generated for each column in the row, i.e., 1600 6-bit 
values, which are stored in RAM 77. It is apparent that 
if only one dimensional filtering is satisfactory, the hori 
Zontally graduated value can be assigned to all eight 
pels in the particular pel column. 

It should be noted at this time that RAMs 77 and 78 
both feed into vertical filter 80 via multiplexer 79. Mul 
tiplexer 79 switches the inputs for vertical filter 80 so 
that the values of the so called current row feeds in on 
lead 86. This is because the RAMs 77 and 78 store alter 
nate rows 11 of the horizontally graduated gray-level 
values. It is apparent that the RAM assigned to store a 
particular row 111 is enabled to store only during the 
generation of the horizontally graduated gray-level 
values for that row of blocks. 

Since the horizontally graduated gray-level values of 
the current row 111 containing current block 112 are 
stored in RAM 77, RAM 78 would have already stored 
the horizontally graduated gray-level values of the pre 
vious row 11 of blocks. 
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To generate the reconstructed gray-level value for 
each pel in block 112, the vertical filter 80 compares the 
horizontally graduated gray-level value of each column 
in block 112 with the value of the corresponding col 
umn overhead in the previous row in sequential order. 
First, the horizontally graduated gray-level value of a 
column denoted 119 overhead in block 114 in the previ 
ous row is subtracted from the horizontally graduated 
gray-level value for the first column denoted 116 in the 
current block 2 to generate a positive or negative 
vertical difference. This vertical difference is then mul 
tiplied by some multiple of in multiplier 83 to generate 
a vertical incremental value. The vertical incremental 
value is added to the horizontally graduated gray-level 
value for the column 19 overhead to generate a recon 
structed gray-level value for one of pels in the current 
column. 
Where the multiplier value is , the reconstructed 

gray-level value of the pel denoted 120, adjacent to the 
pel column 19 overhead and in the first line of current 
block 112 is generated. Where the multiplier value is 
2/8, the reconstructed gray-level value of the pel de 
noted 121 in the second line of current block 112 for 
column 16 is generated, and so on. Then, the next 
column 117 is interpolated with its corresponding col 
umn overhead. This continues until a reconstructed 
gray-level value has been estimated for each pel in 
block 112. 

In actual operation, however, the reconstructed gray 
level values of the pels in each row 111 of blocks are 
generated on a line-by-line basis. To generate the gray 
level values for the pels in a current scan line, the hori 
Zontally graduated gray-level value of each column in 
the current row containing the current scan line is com 
pared to the horizontally graduated gray-level value of 
each corresponding column overhead in the previous 
row in sequential order to generate only the pels in the 
current line. 
The extreme left and first columns in the two rows 

are compared first to generate the first pel in the first 
current column (first pel on the first line of the current 
row of blocks). Then, the second columns in the two 
rows are compared to generate the first pel in the sec 
ond current column (or the second pel on the first line 
for the current row of blocks), and so on, until a recon 
structed gray-level value has been generated for each 
pel in the first line of the current row. Then the columns 
of the two rows are again compared sequentially across 
to generate the reconstructed gray-level values of the 
pels on the second line of the current row of blocks. 
This continues until all eight lines of pels have been 
generated. 
For the blocks 104 along the left and upper edges of 

the image pictorial area 100, there is no previous block 
in the same row or columns overhead. Latches 72 and 
81 in horizontal filter 70 and vertical filter 80, respec 
tively, provide input values of zeroes at the appropriate 
times. Latch 72 resets during the horizontal filtering of 
the first block in any row to feed in zeroes to subtrac 
tion circuit 73 and adder 75 for calculating purposes. At 
all other times, latch 72 strobes through the gray-level 
code of the previous block in 6-bit form, the binary 
gray-level code being the more significant bits. Latch 81 
resets to feed in zeroes to subtraction circuit 82 and 
adder 84 via cable 87 during reconstruction of the gray 
level values for the pels in the first row of blocks. 
Hence, the first row of columns are compared to zeroes. 
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A nondetrimental lightening at the two edges of the 
image results. 
As readily apparent from above, the FIG. 8 gray 

level decoder 68 estimates a reconstructed gray-level 
value for each pel by linearly interpolating the gray 
level code of a block 104 with the gray-level codes or 
some variation derived therefrom of adjacent neighbor 
ing blocks. 
An alternative gray-level decoder 168 is depicted in 

FIG 10. 
The FIG. 10 gray-level decoder 168, a two-dimen 

sional nonlinear digital filter, comprises a first digital 
adder 170, a second digital adder 171, a divider 173, a 
1600x7 bit random access memory 175, a third digital 
adder 178, a divider 174 and latches 169, 172, 176, and 
177. 

Referring to FIG. 9 and the FIG. 10 gray-scale de 
coder 168, the reconstructed gray-level value of a cur 
rent pel denoted 122 is calculated from four values: (a) 
the gray-level code denoted A for the block containing 
pel 122; (b) a calculated value denoted B for the previ 
ous pel denoted 123 on the same or current scan line; (c) 
a calculated value denoted C for the previous pel de 
noted 124 on the previous scan line; and (d) a calculated 
value denoted D for the current pel denoted 125 on the 
previous scan line. 

In operation, the gray-level code of block 115 con 
taining the current pel 122 being calculated is fed into 
first digital adder 170 as the most significant bits in a 
7-bit value along with the calculated value B for the 
previous pel 123 which is sent via lead 180 from divider 
173 through latch 169. The resultant digital sum (A--B) 
is then sent to second digital adder 171, to be added 
with the digital sum of the calculated values (C--D) of 
the previous pel 124 and the current 125 pel on the 
previous scan line from third adder 178. 

After the four values have been summed in the sec 
ond adder 171, the resultant sum is strobed into divider 
173 via latch 172 to generate the calculated value (in 
7-bit form) for the current pel 122. The value for pel 122 
can now be sent back to adder 170 as the calculated 
gray-level value B for the previous pel in the same line 
to calculate the value of the next pel 126 in the line; this 
value for pel 122 is also stored in the appropriate mem 
ory address in RAM 175 for use in calculating the gray 
level values for the pels in the next line. Because the 
calculated value for current pel 122 is stored in the same 
address as the calculated value for the current ped 125 in 
the previous line, RAM 175 is instructed to output the 
calculated value for pel 125 to be used as the value C in 
calculating for pel 126 before storing the calculated 
value for pel 122. 
The calculated value for each pel is then divided 

again by divider 174 to generate a reconstructed gray 
level value in 6-bit form for additional processing. This 
is desirable so that the gray-level value of each pel can 
be compared to its corresponding 6-bit dither reference 
threshold. 

For the pels on the left and top edges of the image, 
the reconstructed gray-level values are based on Zero 
values for adjacent pels since no such pels exist. The 
error is acceptable since information on the margin of a 
document is seldom of importance. Latches 169, 176, 
and 177 strobe in zeroes at the appropriate times. Latch 
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169 strobes zeroes to adder 170 during processing of 65 
each first pel of each scan line. Latch 176 strobes zeroes 
to adder 178 during the processing of the entire first 
scan line of the original image and during the processing 

12 
of the first pel of each scan line. Latch 177 strobes 
zeroes to adder 178 during the processing of the entire 
first scan line of the original image. 

Referring back to FIG. 7, the reconstructed gray 
level values (in 6-bit form) for the pels from either gray 
level decoder 68 or 168 are compared in digital compar 
ator 65 with assigned position-dependent reference 
thresholds from dither threshold generator 66 to gener 
ate a binary signal indicating whether the particular pels 
should be reconstructed as black or white. This dithered 
reconstructed gray-scale binary signal is then sent 
through “OR” gate 64 with the decoded detail binary 
signal for superimposition and sent to a conventional 
two-tone image reproducing device. 
The reconstructed gray-scale values and the recon 

structed detail information are synchronized to repre 
sent the appropriate pels with delay circuit 63 in the 
receiving network 60. 
While the invention has been described with refer 

ence to specific embodiments, it is to be understood that 
various modifications thereto might be made without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the following 
claims. 

- We claim: 
1. Apparatus for digitally encoding continuous-tone 

information from an original pictorial image having a 
total pictorial area (100) comprising means for scanning 
(12) discrete areas of said original image known as pels 
(102) on a line-by-line basis to generate input electrical 
signals indicative of the light intensity of each pel, and 
first means for comparing (24) said input signals to a 
predetermined position-independent threshold signal to 
generate a detail binary signal (109) of black and white 
pels, said apparatus further characterized by: 

second means for comparing (31) said input signals to 
predetermined position-dependent reference 
threshold signals from a matrix of sample points to 
generate a gray-scale binary signal (108) of black 
and white pels, each of said sample points assigned 
by position to a particular pel from each of a plural 
ity of subdivided two-dimensional blocks (104) of 
pels, each block forming a discrete pictorial area of 
the total pictorial area (100) of said original image; 
and 

means for counting (42) the black pels in said gray 
scale binary signal for each two-dimensional block 
to generate a value "N', which approximates the 
gray-level information of each subdivided block of 
pels. 

2. Apparatus pursuant to claim 1 further comprising: 
means for converting (48) said value 'N' to a gray 

level binary code. 
3. Apparatus pursuant to claim 1 further comprising: 
means for peaking (22) said input electrical signals 

before transmission to said first comparing means 
(24) to accentuate the contours and edges in said 
original image. 

4. Apparatus pursuant to claim 1 further comprising: 
means for subtracting (36) said detail binary signal 

(109) from said gray-scale binary signal (108) to 
modify said gray-scale binary signal prior to trans 
mission to said counting means (42) to generate a 
lighter gray level for said blocks of pictorial area 
where black detail pels are generated. 

5. Apparatus pursuant to claim 1 further comprising 
means for compressing (26) said detail binary signal 
(109) according to a blob-encoding scheme. 
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6. Apparatus pursuant to claim where said position 
dependent reference threshold signals are generated 
from an ordered dither matrix. 

7. A facsimile transmission system including said 
encoding apparatus of claim 2 further comprising: 5 
means for receiving (61) said detail binary signal and 

said gray-level codes; and 
means for reconstructing (68, 168) a gray-level value 

for each said pel (102) from said gray-level codes 
for said blocks (104) of pels. O 

8. Apparatus pursuant to claim 7 where said gray 
level reconstructing means comprises: 
means for interpolating (70) said gray-level code of 

said block containing a particular pel with said 
gray-level code of a preselected adjacent block to 15 
generate said reconstructed gray-level value of said 
particular pel, hence reducing abrupt tonal changes 
between said blocks. 

9. Apparatus pursuant to claim 7 where said pels are 
reconstructed from left to right on a line-by-line basis 
and when said gray-level value of a current pel on a 
current line is being reconstructed, a gray-level value 
for the previous pel on the same line, a gray-level value 
for the previous pel on the previous line, and a gray 
level value for the current pel on the previous line are 
already known, said reconstructing means (168) further 
comprising: 
means for finding (173) an average value from said 

gray-level code of said block in which said current 
pel on said current line being estimated is a part, 
said gray-level value for said previous pel on said 
same line, said gray-level value for said previous 
pel on said previous line, and said gray-level value 
of Said current pel of said previous line, said aver- 35 
age value constituting said reconstructed gray 
level value for said current pel on said current line. 

i0. Apparatus pursuant to claim 7 where said gray 
level reconstructing means (68) comprises: 
means for interpolating (70, 80) vertically and hori- 40 

Zontally said gray-level codes of predetermined 
neighboring blocks to a current block with said 
gray-level code of said current block to generate a 
reconstructed gray-level value for any pel in said 
current block. 45 

ii. Apparatus pursuant to claim 7 wherein said gray 
level codes for said blocks are received from left to 
right on a row-by-row basis, where each said block 
comprises K columns of y pels and y lines of x pels; and 
when a gray-level value is being reconstructed for a 50 
current pel in a current column in a current block of a 
current row, horizontally graduated gray-level values 
for each column of pels of a neighboring block directly 
overhead, defined as a current block of the previous 
row are known, said reconstructing means (68) com- 55 
prising: 
means for generating (73) a horizontal difference 
between said gray-level code of said current block 
of said current row with said gray-level code of the 
left neighboring block; 60 

means for multiplying (74) said horizontal difference 
with a predetermined multiple of 1/x to generate a 
horizontal incremental value for said current col 
umn containing said current pel; 

means for adding (75) said horizontal incremental 65 
value to said gray-level code of said left neighbor 
ing block to generate a horizontally graduated 
gray-level value for said current column; 
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4. 
means for generating (82) a vertical difference be 
tween said horizontally graduated gray-level value 
for said current column with said horizontally 
graduated gray-level value of the corresponding 
column from the previous row of blocks; 

means for multiplying (83) said vertical difference 
with a predetermined multiple of 1/y to generate a 
vertical incremental value for said current pel; and 

means for adding (84) said vertical incremental value 
to said horizontally graduated gray-level value of 
said corresponding column from said previous row 
of blocks to generate said reconstructed gray-level 
value for said current pel. 

12. A method for digitally encoding continuous-tone 
information from an original pictorial image having a 
total pictorial area (00) comprising the steps of scan 
ning (12) discrete areas of said original image known as 
pels (102) on a line-by-line basis to generate input elec 
trical signals indicative of the light intensity of each pel, 
and comparing (24) said input signals to a predeter 
mined position-independent threshold signal to generate 
a detail binary signal (109) of black and white pels, the 
method further characterized by the additional steps of: 
comparing (3) said input signals to predetermined 

position-dependent reference threshold signals 
from a matrix of sample points to generate a gray 
scale binary signal (108) of black and white pels, 
each of said sample points assigned by position to a 
particular pel from each of a plurality of subdi 
vided two-dimensional blocks (104) of pels, each 
block forming a discrete pictorial area of the total 
pictorial area (100) of said original image; and 

counting (42) the black pels in said gray-scale binary 
signal for each two-dimensional block (104) to 
generate a value "N', which approximates the 
gray-level information of each subdivided block of 
pels. 

13. The method pursuant to claim 12 further compris 
ing the step of: 

converting (48) said value "N" for each block (104) to 
a gray-level binary code. 

14. The method pursuant to claim 12 further compris 
ing the step of: 

peaking (22) said input electrical signals before com 
paring them to said predetermined position 
independent threshold signal to accentuate the 
contours and edges in said original image. 

15. The method pursuant to claim 12 further compris 
ing the steps of: 

subtracting (36) said detail binary signal (109) from 
said gray-scale binary signal (108) to modify said 
gray-scale binary signal prior to counting said num 
ber "N" of black pels in each block (104) to gener 
ate a lighter gray level for said blocks of pictorial 
area where black detail pels are generated. 

6. The method pursuant to claim 12 further compris 
ing the step of: 

compressing (26) said detail binary signal (109) ac 
cording to a blob-encoding scheme. 

17. The method pursuant to claim 12 where said posi 
tion-dependent reference threshold signals are gener 
ated from an ordered dither matrix. 

18. A facsimile transmission method including said 
encoding method of claim 13 further comprising the 
steps of: 

receiving (6) said detail binary signal and said gray 
level codes; and 
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reconstructing (68, 168) a gray-level value for each 
said pel (102) from said gray-level codes for said 
blocks (104) of pels. 

19. The method pursuant to claim 18 where said gray 
level reconstructing step further comprises the step of: 

interpolating (70) said gray-level code of said block 
containing said pel being reconstructed with said 
gray-level code of a preselected adjacent block to 
generate said reconstructed gray-level value for 
said particular pel, hence reducing abrupt tonal 
changes between said blocks. 

20. The method pursuant to claim 18 where said pels 
are reconstructed from left to right on a line-by-line 
basis and when said gray-level value of a current pel on 
a current line is being reconstructed, a gray-level value 
for the previous pel on the same line, a gray-level value 
of the previous pel on the previous line, and a gray-level 
value for the current pel on the previous line are already 
known, said reconstructing step (168) further compris 
ing the step of: 

finding (173) an average value from said gray-level 
code of said block in which said current pel on said 
current line being estimated is a part, said gray 
level value for said previous pel on said same line, 
said gray-level value for said previous pel on said 
previous line, and said gray-level value of said 
current pel on said previous line, said average value 
constituting said reconstructed gray-level value for 
said current pel on said current line. 

21. The method pursuant to claim 18 where said gray 
level reconstructing step (68) further comprises the step 
of: 

interpolating (70, 80) vertically and horizontally said 
gray-level codes of predetermined neighboring 
blocks to a current block with said gray-level code 
of said current block to generate a reconstructed 
gray-level value for any pel in said current block. 

22. The method pursuant to claim 18 where said gray 
level codes for said blocks are received from left to 
right on a row-by-row basis, where each said block 
comprises x columns of y pels and y lines of x pels; and 
when a gray-level value is being reconstructed for a 
current pel in a current column in a current block of a 
current row, horizontally graduated gray-level values 
for each column of pels of a neighboring block directly 
overhead, defined as a current block of the previous 
row, are known, said reconstructing step (68) further 
comprising the steps of: 

generating (73) a horizontal difference between said 
gray-level code of said current block of said cur 
rent row with said gray-level code of the left neigh 
boring block; 

multiplying (74) said horizontal difference with a 
predetermined multiple of 1/x to generate a hori 
zontal incremental value for said current column 
containing said current pel; 

adding (75) said horizontal incremental value to said 
gray-level code of said left neighboring block to 
generate a horizontally graduated gray-level value 
for said current column; 

generating (82) a vertical difference between said 
horizontally graduated gray-level value for said 
current column with said horizontally graduated 
gray-level value of the corresponding column from 
the previous row of blocks; 

multiplying (83) said vertical difference with a prede 
termined multiple of 1/y to generate a vertical 
incremental value for said current pel; and 
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16 
adding (84) said vertical incremental value to said 

horizontally graduated gray-level value of said 
corresponding column from said previous rows of 
blocks to generate said reconstructed gray-level 
value for said current pel. 

23. Apparatus for digitally encoding information 
from a continuous-tone pictorial image having a total 
pictorial area (100) comprising means for scanning (12) 
discrete areas of said image known as pels (102) on a 
line-by-line basis to generate input electrical signals 
indicative of the light intensity of each pel, and first 
means for generating (20) high-resolution detail infor 
mation for transmission, said first generating means 
including means for comparing (24) said input signals to 
a predetermined position-independent threshold signal 
to generate a detail binary signal (109) of black and 
white pels, said apparatus further characterized by: 

second means for generating (30) low-resolution 
gray-level information for transmission, said sec 
ond generating means including means for compar 
ing (31) said input signals to predetermined posi 
tion-dependent reference threshold signals from a 
matrix of sample points to generate a gray-scale 
binary signal (108) of pels where each pel has a first 
or second state, each of said sample points assigned 
by position to a particular pel in each of a predeter 
mined group (104) of pels, and said scanning means 
providing the input electrical signals commonly to 
both said first and second generating means for 
simultaneously obtaining the high-resolution detail 
information and the low-resolution gray-level in 
formation. w 

24. A method for digitally encoding information from 
a continuous-tone pictorial image having a total picto 
rial area (100) comprising the steps of scanning (12) 
discrete areas of said image known as pels (102) on a 
line-by-line basis to generate input electrical signals 
indicative of the light intensity of each pel, and generat 
ing high-resolution detail information for transmission, 
where said high-resolution generating step includes the 
step of comparing (24) said input signals to a predeter 
mined position-independent threshold signal to generate 
a detail binary signal (109) of black and white pels, the 
method further characterized by the additional step of: 

generating (30) low-resolution gray-level information 
for transmission, where said low-resolution gener 
ating step includes the step of comparing (31) said 
input signals to predetermined position-dependent 
reference threshold signals from a matrix of sample 
points to generate a gray-scale binary signal (108) 
of pels where each pel has a first or second state, 
each of said sample points assigned by position to a 
particular pel in each of a predetermined group 
(104) of pels, and said scanning step providing the 
input electrical signals commonly for both said 
high-resolution generating step and said low-reso 
lution generating step for simultaneously obtaining 
the high-resolution detail information and the low 
resolution gray-level information. 

25. Apparatus for digitally encoding information 
from a continuous-tone pictorial image having a total 
pictorial area (100) comprising means for scanning (12) 
discrete means of said image known as pels (102) on a 
line-by-line basis to generate input electrical signals 
indicative of the light intensity of each pel, and first 
means for comparing (24) said input signals to a prede 
termined position-independent threshold signal to gen 
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erate a detail binary signal (109) of black and white pels, 
the apparatus further characterized by: 
means for generating (30) gray-level information for 
each of a plurality of groups (104) of pels, each 
group forming a discrete pictorial area of the total 
pictorial area of said image, where said generating 
means comprises: 

means for comparing (31) said input signals to prede 
termined position-dependent reference threshold 
signals from a matrix of sample points to generate a 
gray-scale binary signal (108) of pels where each 
pel has a first or second state, each of said sample 
points assigned by position to a particular pel in 
each group (104) of pels; and 

means for determining (38) a value "N" from said 
gray-scale binary signal, said value "N' represent 
ing the gray-level information of each group (104) 
of pels. 

26. The apparatus pursuant to claim 25 where said 
determining means (38) further comprises: 
means for counting (42) the number of pels (102) 

having the first state in said gray-scale binary signal 
(108) for each group (104), the counted number 
being the value "N' for said particular group. 

27. A method for digitally encoding information from 
a continuous-tone pictorial image having a total picto 
rial area (100) comprising the steps of scanning (12) 
discrete areas of said image known as pels (102) on a 
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18 
line-by-line basis to generate input electrical signals 
indicative of the light intensity of each pel, and compar 
ing (24) said input signals to a predetermined position 
independent threshold signal to generate a detail binary 
signal (109) of black and white pels, the method further 
characterized by the additional step of: 

generating (30) gray-level information for each of a 
plurality of groups (104) of pels, each group form 
ing a discrete pictorial area of the total pictorial 
area of said original image, where said generating 
step comprises the steps of: 

comparing (31) said input signals to predetermined 
position-dependent reference threshold signals 
from a matrix of sample points to generate a gray 
scale binary signal (108) of pels where each pel has 
a first or second state, each of said sample points 
assigned by position to a particular pel in each 
group (104) of pels; and 

determining (38) a value "N" from said gray-scale 
binary signal, said value "N' representing the gray 
level information of each group (104) of pels. 

28. The method pursuant to claim 27 where said de 
termining step (38) further comprises: 

counting (42) the number of pels (102) having the first 
state in said gray-scale binary signal (108) for each 
group (104), the counted number being the value 
"N' for said particular group. 
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